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Boring. Lecture.  
 
The seconds ticked by oh-so slowly, time seemingly grinding to a  
halt in the face of the chemistry lecture, as if the old man in front of the  
blackboard was some kind of wizard, controlling the flow of time with his bare  
fists and words. 
 
Phen leaned back, rubbing her eyes. Imidazole, you say. How interesting. And  
pyrimidine, too? Oh no, thank you very much, I'm driving. 
 
The red-feathered phoenix, in a mindless search for something better to devote  
her thoughts to, looked down over herself. Heh, wouldn't it be fun if... 
 
Her pants were bulging. Being a herm, this wasn't exactly something new, but  
this was different. More serious. So serious, in fact, that after just a few  
moments her zipper tore itself open and out flopped a two-foot flaccid black  
cock, right onto what went for a small table in the auditorium. A guy next to  
her opened his eyes wide, but she didn't really care. This was more interesting.  
He did seem more appreciative when her t-shirt next gave up, beginning to rip  
and tear in places as her feathery bust struggled to get loose. 
 
"Ooooh." The avian watched gleefully as her body continued swelling, the remains  
of her pants beginning to get tight around her ass. She didn't bother pulling  
them off, though, confident in her ability to shred them completely. Her  
thoughts were reinforced as her perky tits finally made their grand escape from  
her t-shirt, tearing loudly through the cloth and wobbling as the basketball- 
sized orbs settled in front of her. The bird began to play with her nipples and  
cooed in a delighted voice as she saw her black cock expand past four feet long,  
still mostly limp. It slouched over her table and down to the person in front of  
her, who looked up with a rather surprised expression as that massive member  
landed on her shoulder. 
 
Phen just smiled at her and watched, thoroughly amused, as the massive fuckrod  
continued onwards to the next row as more and more inches were being added to  
the incredible length at an increasing pace. The avian let out a gasp of delight  
as her pants finally gave away, a much larger, curvy ass fully out in the open  
and pressing to the sides of her wooden seat, which began to creak underneath  
the weight. 
 
It was a struggle to fit such a magnificent ass in a small, old seat and the  
size of her expanding balls wasn't making it any easier. Moments later the sound  
of cracking wood was heard, albeit muffled underneath her large, feathery  
attributes, and the students on either side retreated as she spread her legs to  
accommodate the beanbag-chair sized balls.  
 
Commotion were breaking out here and there as pockets of people began to notice  
the swelling hermaphrodite, although no one really managed to accomplish  



anything, half of them getting stuck as they tried to get away while the others  
moved attempted to get closer for a better look. 
 
The focus of the attention didn't care about all that. She squeezed and kneaded  
her vast erogenous zones, squealing happily as the situation escalated further  
when her body decided to gift her with another two sets of cocks, which grew  
rapidly to catch up with the first. Trouble was, they didn't slow down that much  
when they reached the 15 foot long cock, instead coaxing it to grow along at a  
faster pace and finally slapping down on the auditorium floor. 
 
To no one's great surprise, however, the professor was scribbling merrily away  
on the blackboard, completely oblivious to anything outside the exciting world  
of organic chemistry. That is, until a very real force shifted his attention to  
three enormous black cockheads trapping him against the wall. They were wider  
than he was tall, but due to the elevation of the seats he was able to trace  
them back to the source, a red-feathered mass of spheres, body obscured behind  
the nearly car-sized tits, while her limbs were sliding in and our of sight as  
they feverishly caressed the six similarly sized testicles. 
 
Then everything went white with a thundering SPLOOOSH. 


